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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

D.A. Printers recognises the importance of environmental considerations and is committed to 
a policy of ongoing care for the environment.  We will take these into account at all stages of 
business planning, development, production and marketing whilst continuing to produce high 
quality products to our customers’ specification and satisfaction.

D.A. Printers is a commercial printing company established in 1967, manufacturing a wide range 
of bespoke printed products. Our printing processes range from letterpress, litho web and litho 
sheetfed to digital laser and digital wide format inkjet.

The company is committed to the continuous improvement of its environmental performance 
and actively encourages suppliers, contractors and all of its employees to participate in its effort 
to reduce any environmental impacts both locally and globally.

In particular the following objectives will be pursued as far as is reasonably practicable:
1. To ensure compliance with all current environmental legislation.
2. To minimise consumption of all raw materials used, including water, fuel and energy.
3. To minimise waste in production and packaging and ensure that any waste generated is
  labelled, stored and disposed of correctly and where possible recycled. 
4. To reduce the amount of solvents and other hazardous chemicals in the workplace
  and /or atmosphere.
5. To provide safe, clean and hygienic working conditions.
6. To reduce noise levels to lowest levels practicable for employees and members of the public.
7. To develop systems to prevent/reduce any environmental pollution and alert the company to
 any accidental emissions or incidents.
8. To co-ordinate deliveries and sales calls to reduce transport costs and energy.
9. To develop systems for the responsible purchase, development, operation and maintenance
 of plant and associated processes to reflect the principles above.
10. To ensure that the management, staff and sub-contractors understand and comply with this
 policy.
11. To communicate environmental awareness in our staff through regular briefings and 
 training where required.
12. To periodically review and revise this policy. 


